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Abstract: This paper proposes a control strategy for active lateral secondary suspension that uses pre-
view data. Based on a derived analytical model, a model predictive controller (MPC) is implemented.
The influence of the track irregularities upon carbody lateral dynamics is considered explicitly. The
controller developed is applied to a full-scale rail vehicle model. Ride comfort is evaluated according
to EN 12299. Multibody simulations show that there is a significant increase in continuous ride
comfort on poor-quality tracks.
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1. Introduction

Railway transport will play an even more important role in future mobility because of
its environmental friendliness. Along with this, a further increase in reliability, capacity,
and attractiveness is inevitable. DLR’s Next-Generation Train (NGT) project is investigating
what future high-speed trains could look like [1–3]. Its main features are a lightweight,
double-deck carbody design and a mechatronic running gear with Driven Independently
Rotating Wheels (DIRW).

The increasing digitalization of the transport sector supports better communication
and information processing. Today’s modern signalling communication between train
and infrastructure is characterised by communication-based train control systems such
as ERTMS/ETCS [4]. Modern passenger trains, e.g., Siemens Velaro, already use mobile
communications for business-related functions such as system health status, predictive
maintenance or passenger information. Ethernet-based on-train communication networks
are already specified in the IEC 61375 standard [5,6] and translated into national standards,
e.g., EN 61375 [7]. The growth of available bandwidth and more flexibility enable new
applications. Train communication network (TCN) innovations are being developed in
Shift2Rail projects [8] and will be continued in ERJU projects [9]. With the increasing
connectivity of rail transport in general, the availability of information about the train
and its environment is also improving accordingly. Existing information from land-side
databases, cloud services or other (preceding) trains can be transferred more easily and
used more widely. For example, information about a train’s current and future route
enables mechatronic running gears to adapt to track conditions.

The running gear serves as a link between the track and the carbody of a railway
vehicle. Its suspension carries the weight of the carbody, provides movement guidance and
facilitates acceleration or braking [10]. During the ride, the wheel pairs experience track
excitations due to routing and track deviations. However, the running gear must minimize
the acceleration and jerk experienced by passengers in order to improve vibration comfort.
Various suspension technologies have been developed to decouple track excitations from
the carbody movement. The suspension systems can be broadly classified into passive,
semi-active and active ones. A general overview regarding this research topic is given
in [11–13]. (Semi-)active suspension has an actuation or control system that relies on sensor
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data. With semi-active dampers, the damping rate can be adjusted and, thus, influence
the dissipation of kinetic energy. Active spring-damper systems can absorb kinetic energy
and also actively exert forces. Currently, passive and (semi-)active secondary suspension
systems mostly aim to filter or dampen track irregularities experienced as stochastic effects
in a reactive manner. The combination of new data sources enabled by digitalisation along
with active suspension and innovative controllers opens up new potential for rail vehicles.

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is a promising control strategy for active suspension.
Its main advantage lies in the ability to anticipate and compensate for future disturbances
that impact the system. Furthermore, MPC can account for state restrictions or actuator
limitations directly. Although MPC is adopted for active suspension in automotive research,
e.g., [14–16], it is not commonly utilized for active suspension in railway technology. MPC
is used to avoid hunting instability in railway vehicles. This is reported in [17] via the use
of active yaw dampers. The use of DIRW in NGT’s running gear design means that hunting
instability is unlikely to occur. Another MPC-based approach was implemented in [18–20].
The studies only focus on vertical degrees of freedom, such as bouncing and pitching.
Acceleration as well as suspension deflection can be successfully reduced; however, in
order to evaluate comfort holistically, lateral motion has to be taken into account as well.

In order to improve ride comfort using active suspension, a detailed knowledge
of track characteristics and their positions would be advantageous. The potential for
improvement remains underexplored due to a lack of real-time track data, communication
possibilities, and mechatronic actuators. In this regard, the present work outlines a control
method for active lateral secondary suspension based on MPC. It is investigated how
knowledge about the track ahead can be used for MPC in order to increase ride comfort.

Section 2 introduces the analytical model of the vehicle and the MPC control method
based on it. Simulation results and the potential for improvement of the method are
presented in Section 3. Section 4 provides further discussions of the results, followed by a
summary in Section 5.

2. Modeling

This paper focuses on lateral dynamics; therefore, the following degrees of freedom
(DOF) are considered for the carbody: Lateral displacement ycb, roll angle φcb and yaw
angle ψcb. In addition, each bogie is allowed to rotate around the x-axis by the angle
φbg, f r/re. This yields a model with 5 DOF, as illustrated in Figure 1. Note that a more
detailed description is given in Figure A1.

q =
[
ycb φcb φbg, f r φbg,re ψcb

]T
. (1)

carbody

bogie

ycb

φcb

φbg, f r/re

φtrck, f r/re

ytrck, f r/re

axle bridge

y

z

ψcb
track

y

x

Figure 1. Definition degrees of freedom (red). Furthermore, the base excitation of the axle bridge due
to track irregularities (green) is visualized. (Left) Cross section. (Right) Top view.
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During the creation of the analytical model, track irregularities are considered explicitly.
In order to achieve this, track errors are modelled as base excitation of the axle bridge; see
Figure 1. The interaction between wheel and rail is simplified as follows. The running
gear design of the NGT includes DIRW. While velocity-dependent hunting motion no
longer applies, lateral guidance control is required in order to prevent flange contact;
see [2]. The controller designed for this purpose significantly influences the axle bridge
movement and, thus, the impact of track errors upon carbody dynamics. Figure 2 illustrates
the step response of the axle bridge with respect to a lateral displacement. The result
was obtained from a multibody simulation (MBS) of the NGT at a velocity of 120 km h−1.
In general, the response depends on velocity. In order to take this complex closed-loop
behavior into account when creating the model, it is proposed to approximate the resulting
lateral dynamics of the axle bridge via a transfer function. The algorithm used for the
determination of the transfer function parameters is based on a least squares method;
see [21]. It is found that a transfer function with a numerator degree of 1 and denominator
degree of 2, as given in Equation (2), is sufficient to approximate the illustrated response;
see Figure 2. To conclude, the axle bridge of the analytical model is excited by track
irregularities which have been filtered through a velocity dependent transfer function.
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Figure 2. Step response for lateral displacement of the axle bridge. Orange: MBS model. Yellow:
Derived model where the axle bride motion is simplified by a transfer function.

TF120 =
−5.06 s + 279.4

s2 + 20.5 s + 283.2
. (2)

The main focus of this work is lateral dynamics. Therefore, vertical components of
track irregularities are disregarded. The remaining components of track excitation at both
front and rear bogie are collected in the disturbance vector

z =
[
φtrck, f r φ̇trck, f r φtrck,re φ̇trck,re ytrck, f r ẏtrck, f r ytrck,re ẏtrck,re

]T
. (3)

While deriving the equations of motion via Newton–Euler, the following additional
assumptions are made:

• Due to the mechatronic guidance of NGT’s running gear, flange contact does not occur.
• Bumpstop contact can be avoided since MPC has the ability to handle state restrictions

(e.g., suspension deflections).
• Small angles of roll and yaw are assumed.

Based on these assumptions, the equations of motion can be linearized. A detailed
description is given in Appendix A

Mq̈ + Dq̇ + Kq = Fact u + Fdist z. (4)
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Subsequently, the system is transformed into state space

ẋ = Ax + Bu + Ez

y = Cx
(5)

with
x =

[
q q̇

]T . (6)

In the secondary suspension, the actuators are mounted in both lateral and vertical
directions; see Figure 1. Consequently, forces can be applied in the lateral direction as well
as torques around the x and z-axis

u =
[
Flat Mroll Myaw

]T . (7)

In the disturbance vector z, the influence of track layout (e.g., centrifugal force in small
radius curves) might be integrated as well; however, this paper focuses on disturbances
due to track irregularities. The carbody DOF are chosen as output

y =
[
ycb φcb ψcb

]T . (8)

Equation (5) is now transformed to discrete formulation with timestep k using the
first-order hold method. Furthermore, control variable u can be written via its change in
one timestep and its previous value; see Equation (9). Both formulations are equivalent,
though it is easier to incorporate actuator dynamics later by restricting the change in each
timestep

u(k) = u(k − 1) + ∆u(k). (9)

Finally, one obtains

x(k + 1) = Adx(k) + Bdu(k − 1) + Bd∆u(k) + Edz(k)

y(k) = Cdx(k).
(10)

Using the model described in Equation (10), MPC minimizes a cost function J over
the prediction horizon np by determining an optimal sequence of control variables over
the control horizon nc. Then, the first element of the sequence is applied and the process
is repeated in the next timestep k + 1, see [22]. When setting up the cost function, system
output and control variables are collected in a single vector for the whole prediction horizon
and control horizon, respectively

ȳ(k + 1) =


y(k + 1)
y(k + 2)

...
y(k + np)

, ∆ū(k) =


∆u(k)

∆u(k + 1)
...

∆u(k + nc − 1)

. (11)

The same is carried out for disturbances

z̄(k) =


z(k)

z(k + 1)
...

z(k + np − 1)

. (12)

The output prediction over the prediction horizon is given by

ȳ(k + 1) = Fx(k) + Gu(k − 1) + Sz̄(k) + H∆ū(k), (13)
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where F, G, S and H can be derived from the system matrices; see Equation (A9). With
weighting matrices Q and R, the cost function J that has to be minimized can be formulated
as

min
∆ū(k)

J = ȳ(k + 1)TQȳ(k + 1) + ∆ū(k)T R∆ū(k)

s.t. ∆umin ≤ ∆u(k) ≤ ∆umax

ymin ≤ y(k) ≤ ymax.

(14)

3. Simulation Results

The derived controller is applied to a full-scale vehicle model of the NGT. Due to
several of its main features (e.g., lightweight carbody design in doubledeck configuration)
it has turned out to be challenging to achieve a sufficient ride comfort with conventional
passive secondary suspension. Therefore, the vehicle offers an ideal platform for testing the
controller. The simulation consists of two main parts. Multibody simulations are performed
in the Simpack 2021.3 software. For the controller, a function has been written in Simulink
(Matlab) based on the MPC realization described in [23]. The optimization problem is
solved using Matlab 2019b command quadprog based on an interior-point algorithm [24].
Both software products are interconnected using the co-simulation interface Simat.

A track has been chosen that is comparable to EN 14363 test zone 1 [25], see Figure A2.
In this scenario, track parameters like curvature and superelevation are not expected to have
a significant influence upon lateral dynamics. Lateral and crosslevel track irregularities are
chosen according to ERRI B176 high [26]. The standard deviation of lateral alignment ∆y0

σ

is 1.19 mm. At a speed of 120 km h−1, this is within the target test range TL90 defined in
EN 14363; see Table 1. For the crosslevel direction, no specifications are made in EN 14363.
In addition, TL90 applies to the left and right rail separately, while ERRI B176 is for track-
related excitations (i.e., for both rails at once). In order to ensure that the TL90 criterion for
the longitudinal level ∆z0

σ is not exceeded, no additional vertical track irregularities are used.
For the selected crosslevel excitation, the standard deviation of vertical distance between
the left and right rail is 2.12 mm. Therefore, the requirements of EN 14363 regarding
track geometric quality are met; see Table 1. The evaluation of ride comfort is carried
out according to EN 12299 [27]. This means the variable NMVy is determined, which
incorporates lateral acceleration measured at several positions on both floors of the carbody;
see Figure 3.

Table 1. Track geometric quality: Target test ranges for standard deviation TL90 [25].

Reference Speed Alignment ∆y0
σ Longitudinal Level ∆z0

σ

V ≤ 120 km h−1 1.05–1.45 mm 1.80–2.50 mm

Figure 3. MBS model of a NGT middle wagon. Measurement points are visualized as yellow spheres.

Numerical results are presented in Figure 4. Note that only the lateral comfort index
NMVy is considered since this paper focuses on lateral dynamics. In order to evaluate ride
comfort holistically, vertical and longitudinal motion has to be taken into account as well.
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Compared to a model of the NGT with passive secondary suspension, a better ride comfort
is achieved at all measurement points with MPC, recognizable by a lower NMVy value. For
instance, on the top deck at front sensor position there is an improvement of 47%. It is
noticeable that at both center-measurement points, ride comfort is better compared to front
and rear measurement points. At measurement point center bottom, for example, NMVy
value is only 30% of the one determined at rear bottom. When comparing ride comfort for
the lower and upper floor, no larger differences are apparent.

‘

front bottom center bottom rear bottom front top center top rear top

Measurement points [-]

0.04

0.08

0.12

0.16

0.2

N
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V
y
 [
-]

passive

MPC

Figure 4. Lateral ride comfort index evaluated at different measurement points.

In order to predict future system behaviour, MPC requires the current train position.
To obtain information regarding the required positioning accuracy, several simulations
are carried out with different localization errors. For example, a test case is performed in
which there is an intentional error of +2 m in positioning between the actual train position
and the assumed position fed into MPC. The results are given in Table 2. Lateral ride
comfort obtained at two selected measurement points is given for different localization
errors. Furthermore, the result of a simulation without knowledge of track data is listed
as well, i.e., z̄(k) = 0. The far-right column compares test cases with localization errors
to the reference case without errors. It can be observed that ride comfort deteriorates by
31% if the track ahead is not known. Nevertheless, even without track data the proposed
active lateral suspension still provides better comfort than the passive system; see Figure 4.
If positioning accuracy is less or equal ±1.0 m, results subjected to localization errors are
better than the test case without track data. Finally, it is worth mentioning that NMVy values
for “positive” positioning errors are better than for the “negative” ones.

Table 2. Results for lateral comfort index when the determination of the train position is faulty.

Localization Error NMVy Center Top NMVy Rear Top NMVy Rear Top Comparison to Error-Free

+2.0 m 0.038 0.086 41%
+1.0 m 0.030 0.071 16%
+0.5 m 0.021 0.063 3%
±0.0 m 0.016 0.061 Reference
−0.5 m 0.022 0.067 9%
−1.0 m 0.031 0.078 28%
−2.0 m 0.039 0.099 62%

No track data 0.029 0.080 31%

Next, the energy consumption of all actuators mounted in a coach is considered.
Assuming point-to-point force elements for the actuators shown in Figure 1, the directions
of relative velocity v and applied forces F coincide; see [28]. Therefore, the current power P
of each force element is determined using the scalar equation

P = F v. (15)
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By integrating power over time, the energy consumed by the actuators is obtained.
Since EN 12299 prescribes measurement durations of 300 s, the time period is chosen
accordingly. At a speed of 120 km h−1, this corresponds to a track length of 10 km. Figure 5
shows the required power of a lateral actuator during simulation with peak values of
approx. 80 W. In addition, negative values of power can be observed. This offers potential
for recuperation.
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Figure 5. Power consumption of one lateral actuator during a test scenario.

The total energy summed up over all actuators of a coach is illustrated in Figure 6. For
the considered track scenario, 4.5 W h of energy is consumed. For comparison, the same
simulation is carried out using actuators with energy-harvesting capabilities. In this case,
energy consumption is 3.9 W h, which corresponds to a reduction of 13%. Assuming an
annual mileage of 500,000 km, the energy consumption for the reference case adds up to
225 kW h each year.
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Figure 6. Consumed energy for all actuators of one coach during a test scenario. Blue: Reference case.
Orange: Actuators with energy-harvesting capabilities.

4. Discussion

The results obtained in Section 3 indicate that the analytical model given in Equation (5)
in combination with the assumed impact of irregularities is suitable for predicting future
dynamic behaviour of the carbody. Using MPC, it was shown that, compared to a model of
the NGT with passive secondary suspension, a significant increase in lateral ride comfort
can be achieved; see Figure 4. It is noticeable that better NMVy values are obtained near
carbody’s center of gravity compared to measurement points above the front and rear bogie.
Consequently, ride comfort is significantly influenced by carbody yaw motion. In contrast
to this, between the upper and lower floor no larger influence is detectable. Therefore, roll
motion seems to be suppressed effectively.

In Table 2, the influence of positioning inaccuracy is examined. If the localization
error is less or equal to ±1 m, it is advantageous to consider the upcoming track in the
control algorithm as shown in Equation (13). This behaviour is plausible since the effect
of a single bump upon carbody dynamics is tied to a very specific location. Thus, if the
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current train position is not located precisely, the future behaviour cannot be predicted well
by MPC. This represents an ambitious requirement in terms of train localisation. However,
for other applications like automatic train operation, precise and reliable train position data
are necessary as well. Furthermore, the controller proposed in this paper is most effective
on tracks with poor track quality that are not travel at high speeds. Therefore, it is likely
that the required position accuracy needed for this application can be reached. Also, it is
worth mentioning that even with larger errors in localization the proposed active lateral
suspension still provides better ride comfort than the passive system. It is noticeable that
lateral ride comfort for “positive” localization errors is better than for the “negative” ones;
see Table 2. It is assumed that this asymmetry is based on the simplified modeling of NGTs
lateral guidance control.

The requirements regarding power and energy usage of the actuators are quantified in
Figures 5 and 6, respectively. The energy consumption required in order to counteract track
irregularities is rather low compared to other consumers. However, especially on curvy
tracks with high cant deficiency, lateral centering is a relevant part of active secondary
suspension; see [29]. In order to investigate energy demand holistically, both needs to
be considered together. Another important aspect is the requirements regarding actuator
dynamics that must be fulfilled. In Figure 7, Fourier transform is applied to a signal that
represents the force of a lateral actuator. Forces up to a frequency of 10 Hz can be observed.
At a speed of 120 km h−1, track excitation defined by ERRI high lies in this frequency range.
While this was to be expected, it poses a challenging demand for the actuators. For example,
in their studies on active secondary suspension, Orvnäs et al. used an electro-hydraulic
actuator that only performed well up to 6 Hz; see [30]. However, the main goal of this paper
is to provide a functional demonstration of MPC. Its suitability as a ride comfort controller
has been proven. Lowering the required frequency range of the actuators by reducing
controller gains or switching from active to semi-active suspension is an important issue
which will be investigated further.
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Figure 7. Force spectrum of one lateral actuator.

This paper focuses on minimizing the influence of track irregularities upon ride
comfort. Using MPC, good results were obtained without considering wheel/rail-contact
explicitly. Another important aspect is the influence of track layout upon carbody dynamics.
It is expected that on tracks with small radius curves and high cant deficiency, there will
be a non-negligible impact on ride comfort. In Section 2, it was mentioned that in the
disturbance vector z, the influence of track layout (e.g., centrifugal force in small radius
curves) might be integrated as well. To fully exploit the potential of MPC, both track
irregularities and track layout should be considered.

5. Conclusions

A controller for active lateral secondary suspension based on Model Predictive Control
(MPC) has been introduced in this paper. With the increase in digitalisation, the availability
of information about the train and its environment is improving. This enables the opportu-
nity to increase ride comfort by using information about the preceding track. To design the
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controller, an analytical model which describes the carbody lateral dynamics is developed.
The impact of track irregularities (in particular lateral and roll excitation) is considered
explicitly. The controller is applied to a multibody simulation of the NGT on the tangent
track and very large radius curves according to EN 14363. On the selected tracks, there is a
significant improvement of ride comfort at each measurement point.

It was found that if the localisation error is less or equal to ±1 m, it is advantageous
to consider the upcoming track in the control algorithm. Since other applications like
automatic train operation require precise and reliable train position data as well, it is
expected that this accuracy can be reached. Furthermore, even without track data, the
proposed active lateral suspension still provides better comfort than a comparable vehicle
with passive secondary suspension.

The energy consumption of the actuators for the scenario considered is rather low.
However, especially on curvy tracks with high cant deficiency, energy usage might increase.
In order to investigate energy demand holistically, both scenarios need to be considered
together. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the control method proposed in this
paper puts high requirements on the actuator dynamics up to 10 Hz.

Multibody simulations of the NGT showed promising results. The next step is to
incorporate a more detailed model of the actuators. Furthermore, an analysis of robustness
of the controller is still pending. However, it is important to emphasize that a significant
part of external disturbances that might affect the system are already considered in the
disturbance vector z.
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NGT Next-Generation Train.
TCN Train communication network.
MPC Model Predictive Control.
DIRW Driven independently rotating wheels.
DOF Degree of freedom.
w.r.t. With respect to.
MBS Multibody simulation
dist. Distance
CoG Center of gravity
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Appendix A

carbody

bogie

ycb

φcb

φbg, f r/re

y

z
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alss

asd

aa f r,ss

aps

apd

Figure A1. Detailed description of the derived model.

M =


mcb 0 0 0 0

Ixx,cb 0 0 0
Ixx,bg 0 0

Sym. Ixx,bg 0
Izz,cb

 (A1)

D =


d1,1 d1,2 0 0 0

d2,2 d2,3 d2,4 0
d3,3 0 0

Sym. d4,4 0
d5,5

 (A2)
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d1,1 = 4 dld

d1,2 = − 4 dldald

d2,2 = 4 a2
ld dld + 8 a2

sd dsd

d2,3 = − 4 a2
sd dsd

d2,4 = − 4 a2
sd dsd

d3,3 = 4 a2
pd dpd + 2 a2

ps dz,ps + 4 a2
sd dsd

d4,4 = 4 a2
pd dpd + 2 a2

ps dz,ps + 4 a2
sd dsd

d5,5 = 4 dld a2
spd

(A3)

K =


k1,1 k1,2 k1,3 k1,4 0

k2,2 k2,3 k2,4 0
k3,3 0 k3,5

Sym. k4,4 k4,5
k5,5

 (A4)

k1,1 = 8 cy

k1,2 = − 8 asscy − 8 cyφ

k1,3 = − 4 aa f r,ss cy − 4 cyφ

k1,4 = − 4 aa f r,ss cy − 4 cyφ

k2,2 = 8 a2
lss cz + 8 a2

ss cy − 8 Fpre ass + 16 ass cyφ + 8 cφ

k2,3 = 4 aa f r,ss ass cy − 4 a2
lss cz + 4 aa f r,ss cyφ + 4 ass cyφ + 4 lnom cyφ − 4 cφ

k2,4 = 4 aa f r,ss ass cy − 4 a2
lss cz + 4 aa f r,ss cyφ + 4 ass cyφ + 4 lnom cyφ − 4 cφ

k3,3 = 4 a2
a f r,ss cy + 4 a2

lss cz + 2 a2
ps cz,ps − 4 Fpre aa f r,ss + 8 aa f r,ss cyφ + 4 cφ

k3,5 = − 4 aa f r,ss aspd cy − 4 aspd cyφ

k4,4 = 4 a2
a f r,ss cy + 4 a2

lss cz + 2 a2
ps cz,ps − 4 Fpre aa f r,ss + 8 aa f r,ss cyφ + 4 cφ

k4,5 = 4 aa f r,ss aspd cy + 4 aspd cyφ

k5,5 = 8 cy a2
spd

(A5)

Fact =


−1 0 0
ald 1 0
0 −0.5 0
0 −0.5 0
0 0 1

 (A6)

Fdist =


0 0 0 0 f1,5 f1,6 f1,7 f1,8
0 0 0 0 f2,5 f2,6 f2,7 f2,8

f3,1 f3,2 0 0 f3,5 0 0 0
0 0 f4,3 f4,4 0 0 f4,7 0
0 0 0 0 f5,5 f5,6 f5,7 f5,8

 (A7)

f1,5 = 4 cy, f1,6 = 2 dld f1,7 = 4 cy f1,8 = 2 dld

f2,5 = −4 cy ass − 4 cyφ f2,6 = −2 dld ald f2,7 = −4 cy ass − 4 cyφ f2,8 = −2 dld ald

f3,1 = 2 cz,ps a2
ps f3,2 = 4 dpd a2

pd + 2 dz,ps a2
ps f3,5 = −4 cy aa f r,ss − 4 cyφ

f4,3 = 2 cz,ps a2
ps f4,4 = 4 dpd a2

pd + 2 dz,ps a2
ps f4,7 = −4 cy aa f r,ss − 4 cyφ

f5,5 = 4 cy aspd f5,6 = 2 dld aspd f5,7 = −4 cy aspd f5,8 = −2 dld aspd

(A8)
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Table A1. Name and description of parameters that are used in connection with the analytical model.

Name Description

mcb Carbody mass
Ixx,cb Moment of inertia around x-axis, carbody
Izz,cb Moment of inertia around z-axis, carbody
Ixx,bg Moment of inertia around x-axis, bogie

cy Lateral stiffness secondary suspension
cz Vertical stiffness secondary suspension
cφ Bending stiffness secondary suspension
cyφ Cross-coupling stiffness secondary suspension
cz,ps Vertical stiffness primary suspension

dld Lateral damping secondary suspension
dsd Vertical damping secondary suspension
dpd Vertical damping primary dampers
dps Vertical damping primary suspension

alss Half the distance between secondary springs
asd Half the distance between secondary dampers
aps Half the distance between primary springs
apd Half the distance between primary dampers
aspd Half the distance between the center pivots
ald Vertical dist. lateral damper to carbody CoG
ass Vertical dist. secondary spring to carbody CoG

aa f r,ss Vertical dist. bogie CoG to secondary spring
lnom Nominal length secondary springs

Fpre Preload of secondary springs due to carbody mass

Appendix B

F =


CA
CA2

CA3

...
CAnp

, G =



CB
C(A + I)B

C
(

A2 + A + I
)

B
...

C
(

Anp−1 + . . . + I
)

B



H =



CB 0 · · · 0
C(A + I)B CB · · · 0

C
(

A2 + A + I
)

B C(A + I)B · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
C
(

Anc−1 + . . . + I
)

B C
(

Anc−2 + . . . + I
)

B · · · CB

C(Anc + . . . + I)B C
(

Anc−1 + . . . + I
)

B · · · C(A + I)B
...

...
. . .

...
C
(

Anp−1 + . . . + I
)

B C
(

Anp−2 + . . . + I
)

B · · · C
(

Anp−nc + . . . + I
)

B



S =


CE 0 0 · · · 0

CAE CE 0 · · · 0
CA2E CAE CE · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
CAnp−1E CAnp−2E CAnp−3E · · · CE
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Appendix C

Figure A2. Track scenario.
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